Recent and Upcoming Activities of the UNA-Germany

2013 - Theme of the Year: 40 Years of German UN Membership

14-17 March Book Fair Leipzig
12 April Campaign against Forced Marriage ‘Free the Forced’
15-16 April Conference on the occasion of the World Conference on Human Rights in 1993, hosted by the Forum Human Rights (supported by UNA Germany) and the German Institute for Human Rights
18 April Lunch interview with Adama Dieng, Special Adviser on the Prevention of Genocide
4-11 May Study trip for members of UNA-Germany to Morocco/ Western Sahara/MINURSO
May/June 40 Years of German UN membership/ Talk with Ambassador Peter Wittig
Summer Awarding of the Dag-Hammarskjold Honorary Medal
Summer Opening of the exhibition „Klimaflucht (Climate Refugees) and Symposium
2-7 September Study trip for journalists to Bonn and Kenya/ „UN and Environment, Sustainable Development“
18-19 September 40 Years of German UN membership/Symposium
24 October 40 Years of German UN membership/ Event with UNA-Germany branch NRW in Bonn, probably focus on human rights
November Peace Research Workshop/ Focus on international law, possible guidelines for operations in peace missions
6 December Awarding the UNA Germany Dissertation Prize, Frankfurt/Main

P.S.:

May 2012 60th anniversary of the UNA-Germany, 50th anniversary of the bi-monthly VEREINTE NATIONEN, 40th anniversary of the Research Council of the UNA-Germany
November 2012 First meeting of the Board of Presidents of the UNA-Germany with Representatives of the Foreign Office